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Let M’ be a u-finite von Neumann factor acting in a complex Hilbert space and 
P be the logic of all projections in AY. V: 9 -+ C will denote a finite-additive 
bounded measure on Y (sup{1 v(P)i; p E S!} < CO). 
THEOREM. If the type of the factor S’ is dl@erent from I,, then there exists a 
linear functional f: r$/ + C extending v. 
The theorem constitutes a complement and generalization to the reasoning of 
Lodkin (Funkional. Anal. i Priloien. 8, vyp. 4 (1974), 54-58). Q 1985 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the paper, &’ will be a o-finite von Neumann factor of a type 
different from I,, consisting of operators acting in a complex Hilbert space 
H (basic information on von Neumann factors can be found in [6]). 9, S, 
S +, St will denote, respectively, the logic of all projections E _pP, the space 
of self-adjoint operators Ed, the set of positive self-adjoint operators Ed, 
the set of positive self-adjoint operators Ed, with norm < 1. We shall 
investigate any measure v: 9 + C which is finite-additive (P, Q E 9, P I Q, 
implies v(P + Q) = v(P) + v(Q)), and bounded (sup{]v(P)I; P E Y} < co). 
0.1. THEOREM. Zf the type of the factor J is dl@erent from I,, then 
there exists a linear functional f: sd 4 C extending v (f(P) = v(P) for 
PEP). 
The proof of the theorem constitutes a complement and generalization to 
Lodkin’s reasoning [5] and occupies five sections of this paper. Our 
Theorem 0.1 is a positive solution to a general problem of the linearity of the 
so-called physical state on a C*-algebra ~4 (Aarnes [l]) in the special case 
when & is a von Neumann factor. 
Section 6 includes the simplest conclusions resulting from Theorem 0.1. 
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0.2. Let us first set down some notations. 
(a) P < Q (P, Q E 9) stands for the inequality of projections as 
operators (i.e., P(H) c Q(H)). It will also be convenient o denote the set 
;%= {QEY; Q<P}. 
(b) P = Q stands for the equivalence of projections in the factor .M, 
i.e., that P = Z*Z, Q = ZZ* for some partial isometry Z E ~2. 
(c) ZH stands for the identity operator on H, besides, for P, Q E .Y, as 
usual P’ = ZH - P, and P V Q (P A Q) denotes the upper (lower) bound of 
the elements P and Q in the lattice (Y, <). 
(d) h(.) stands for the standard trace on -t4, that is, h(9) = {O,..., n}, 
lo,..., co }, [0, 11, [0, 00 1, {0, co } when the factor &’ is, respectively, of type 
I,, I,, II,, II,, III. The relations P = Q and h(P) = h(Q), (P, Q E 9) are 
equivalent (as -4 is u-finite). 
(e) F(P) = sup{] u(Q)]; Q E ;%} for P E Y. 
(f) v(A) = J, I@,(M)) for A E S; 
v(A) = u(f(A + A *)) + iV((l/2i)(A -A “)) for A E J. 
EA(.) is here a spectral measure of the operator A E S and we integrate the 
identity function with respect to the finite-additive scalar measure v(EA(.)) 
cumulated on a bounded set. 
(d (P, 9*.-Y P,) will be called a partition of the projection P if Pi E 9, 
PiIPjfori#j(i,j=l,...,n)andP=P,+...+P,. 
0.3. The proof of Theorem 0.1 reduces to the demonstration of 
additivity of the function v defined by 0.2(f). Of course, it is enough to show 
v(C) = v(A) + v(B) for C=A +B,A,B,CES:. (1) 
It is also easy to notice that the assumptions 
v: Y-+-t, 
sup{lv(P)1; PELY}=F(I&= 1 
will not lose generality. 
From the classical theorem of Gleason [2] follows 
(RI 
(NJ 
0.4. LEMMA. The (finite-additive, signed, bounded, real-valued) measure 
v, defined on the factor JS? of type I,,, n # 2, has the form 
v(P) = tr MP, PEg, 
for some self-adjoint trace-class operator A4 acting in H. 
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So, in the sequel, we shall assume that 
AT is of type I,, II,, II,, or III. P-1 
Directly from 0.2(f) follows, for instance, 
0.5. ASSERTION. Equality 0.3(l) holds whenever AB = BA, and B is a 
simple operator (Sp B = {/I ,,..., p,,}). 
0.6. ASSERTION. For A E S, we have 1 v(A)1 < 2 [IA I(, and 0 <A < P 
implies 1 v(A)1 < f(P) I( A 11. 
Proof: Let A E S, 0 <A ,< P. For 6 > 0, we can find a partition 
(P , ,..., P,) of the projection P and numbers 0 < ai < IJA (I (i = l,..., n), such 
that 
Iv(A)-v($,aipi)~ (6 
(by 0.5). Note that I v(Cy=, aiPi)l < V(P) . /IA I(, and we have Iv(A)1 < 
V(P) I/A (I in view of the arbitrariness of 6 > 0. Hence, assumption 0.3(N) 
allows one to obtain / v(A)1 < 2 I/ A )I for A E S. 
1 
1.1. Let B(C”) be a normed *-algebra of linear operators in C”, 
with that 
E B(C”) 
will denote an operator with matrix F. 
(a) For each positive Bore1 measure p on [0, 11, we denote by AI 
(resp. A,“,,) the W*-algebra Ya([O, I], B(V), p) (resp. LP’(Z, B(C”), p) for 
a Bore1 set Z). 
(b) By a homomorphism J: A,“-+ J we shall mean a mapping 
preserving multiplication, adjoint element and norm (not necessarily 
preserving the unit element). 
(c) By a spectral measure we shall mean any countable-additive 
operator measure E(. ): B,,, 1 1 + 9, not necessarily normed, i.e., there may be 
E([O, 11) #IH. 
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(d) The operators P, Q E ip will be said to be in a general position if 
P A Q = P’ A Q = P A Q’ = 0 (we do not require that P’ A Q’ = 0, cf. [4]). 
We make use of the following theorem proved by Halmos [4] ‘: 
1.2. THEOREM. If P and Q are projections in some Hilbert space H,, 
being in a gelieral position, and Pi A Q’ = 0, then there exist a Hilbert space 
K and positive contractions S and C acting in K and satisfying S2 + C* = 1, 
ker S = ker C = 0, such that P and Q are unitarily equivalent to the 
operators 
(1) 
acting in K @ K. 
1.3. Let us now assume that a partition (PI,..., P,) 0.2(g) of the 
projection P E 9, isometries Z I ,..., I, E s?’ and a spectral measure E satisfy 
1, = p, 9 IiZi* = Pi, ZIIi = P, (i = l,..., n), 
E: BIO.,] + %,’ E([O, ll)=P,. 
(1) 
Denote a matrix composed of operator measures 
where Eij(.) = IiE(.) ZT. For the bounded measurable function i? 
[0, l] +B(C”), we may then define 
J 
IO.11 
‘(‘I E(“)(d’) = f Ii (Jlo 1l Fij(A) E(W)) I:. 
i.j= 1 
Then we have 
1.4. LEMMA. Ifp(.) = h(E(.)) and 1.3(l), (3) hold, then the mapping 
is a homomorphism of the algebra Ai into .,wf (1.1 (b)). 
Proof: On the basis of definition 1.3(3), it can easily be verified that the 
’ The Halmos theorem was made use of in a similar way also by Lodkin [S]. 
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mapping J preserves multiplication, adjoint element, and has a trivial kernel. 
Thus, J is norm-preserving [6, Chapt. I, 5.4). 
1.5. LEMMA. Let the projections P,, Q be in a general position, and let 
(P,, P2) be a partition of the projection P, V Q (0.2(g)). 
(A) There exist a countable-additive measure p and a homomorphism 
J: A z,,O.l, + XJ’ (1.1(a), (b)) such that 
pi = J(hi(*>>Y Q = JM. >I, (1) 
where 
Pl@)= [ ; ; 1 P*(A) I 0 0 = 3 0 1 I )
(2) 
q(J)= &?q, [ 
m 
(1 -n> 1 ’ 2 E (0, 1). 
(B) There exist partitions (Pf , Pf) of the projection Pi (i = 1,2) and 
(Q’, Q”) of the projection Q, such that, for aftxed K = 1,2, 
P;V QK=P;+P; (3) 
and there exist a measure p, and a homomorphism J,: A:,,(,,,, -+ ~8’ such 
that 
p1 = J,(Pl(*)), Q’ = J,(q’(.))> (4) 
where 
(5) 
q’(i)= dm 
L 
A d-0 
(1-I) 0 , 
I 
1 E (0, 1). 
0 0 0 
Proof. (A) follows from Theorem 1.2. Adopt H, = (P, V Q)(H), and let 
the operators P, ,H,, QIH, be unitarily equivalent o operators 1.2(l), respec- 
tively, under the unitary transformation U: H, -+ K @ K. Let us next take for 
%I, 3 1214 operators equivalent, under the mapping U, to the operators 
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acting in the space K @ K, and assume that 
P 2w, =12,Hz=0 
when H = H, @ H,. Moreover, there exists a spectral 
Bt,,,] -+ PP,, E((0, 1)) = P,, such that 
measure E: 
P, QP, = 1 AE(dA), 
uo.11 
and conditions 1.3(l) for n = 2 are then satisfied. 
Adopting (cf. 1.3(3)) 
where p(.) = h(E(.)), we obtain the homomorphism (Lemma 
1.5(l), (2) which assumes values from the algebra B(H). 
In order to show that the values of J(a) belong to the factor 
to observe that I, E s/. It is really so since (as E((0, 1)) = P, > 
I, = P, QP, J(f), 
(6) 
1.4) satisfying 
d, it suffices 
where 
r(A) = 
[ 
[A(1 -A)]-1” 0 
0 0 1 ' 1 E (0, 1). 
In accordance with (6), J(*) r is meant to be an unbounded operator. 
Evidently, it is affiliated with the factor d. The proof of (A) is concluded. 
Note, that also holds for 
(A’) If there exists a projection P, 3 P, , P, 1 P, + P,, then there are 
a countable-additive measure p and a homomorphism J’: Az,co3,, + ,r”p, such 
that 
Pi = J’(&(.)), Q = J’(B’(.>), 
according to (5). 
Indeed, when the representation 
holds (in conformity with 1.5(2)) for some measure 
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(cf. 1.3(2)), then we also have the representation 
Pi= 
c 
&(A) E3(dA) (i= 1, 2), 
(0.1) 
accordant with notations (5), for a measure 
E3(*) = L1iE(*) zj+li,j=1,2,3~ 
where I, may be any partial isometry satisfying Z,ZF = P,, ZFZ, = P, . Thus 
it is enough to put 
J@)=j P(d) &‘3’(dA), z%‘4; =A;,(o,,,. 
IO.11 
The proof of (B) will be carried out separately in the two cases: 
(a) h(P,) = co or J is of type II, ; 
(b) h(P,) < co and ~2 is of infinite type. 
In case (a) we can find partitions (P,‘, Pf), (Q’, Q’) (i = 1,2), satisfying 
(3) such that 
P:rP:. (7) 
For our purposes, use will be made of representation 1.5(l), (6). We shall 
first find the projections Pf , Pf, satisfying (7) and commuting with values of 
the measure E(e). Denote 
1’ = sup@; h(E((O, A))) < ?iW,)}, 
A” = inf{l; &?((A, 1))) < ih(P,)}. 
If A’=A”, then there exist positive numbers satisfying cz’ + a” = 
W(P’l)>~ 
h(E((0, A’))) + a’ = h(E((IZ’, 1))) + a” = gz(P,). 
In consequence, there exists a partition (P’, P”) of the projection ,?((A’}), 
satisfying h(P’) = a’, h(P”) = (x”, and it suffices to put 
P: =E((O,A’)) + P’, P: =E((d’, l))+ P”. 
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If 1’ < A”, then we shall get h(Pi) = h(Pf) by putting 
P: = E((0, (A’ + i”)/2)), Pf = E(((1’ + L”)/2, 1)). 
If condition (7) is satisfied, it is enough to denote 
E,(q) = p;E(*), Ic= 1,2, 
and put 
where 
&i(*) = IriEx(*) ‘j”li.j= 1.2 
(cf. (6), l-4(3)). 
In order to finish proving (B) in case (a), let us denote Pi = P:, P: = P: . 
With fixed K = 1,2, it suffices now to apply A’ for Pi = P;, i = 1,2,3, 
Q=QK. 
In case (b) the representation of the projections P, , P,, Q, described in 
(B), will be obtained by adopting Pi = P,, Pi = P,, Q’ = Q, Pi = Pi = 
Qz = 0. Then there exists a projection P, = P,, P, 1 (P, + Pz) and, by (A’), 
(4), (5) holds for K = 1 (for K = 2, relations (4), (5) are trivial). 
A corollary from Lemma 1.4 is also 
1.6. ASSERTION. If (P,, PJ is a partition of the projection P into 
equivalent projections, then, for each operator A E S :, A < P, , there exists a 
projection Q E YD such that 
P,QP, = A. 
Proof: Let 
A = 
s 
AE(dJ) 
IO.11 
for a spectral measure E: BIo,,l -+%I, E([O, l])=P,, and let Z,=P,, 
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whereas I, is any partial isometry satisfying 1,1: = P,, ITI, = P, . It is 
sufficient to put 
according to 1.3(3) for n = 2 and 1.5(2) for il E [0, I]. 
1.7. For a vector e = (a, ,..., a,) E C”, (Je]] = 1, we shall denote by 
e^ = (a, )...) a,)- 
a projection onto a subspace spanned by the vector e. 
LEMMA. For any homomorphism J: B(C*) -+ ~4, we have: 
(A) (Lodkin) there exists a self-udjoint operator MJ in C* such that 
v(J(A )) = tr M,A, A E B(C*); (1) 
(B) ]r(J(e^,)) - r(J(e^,))] < 2 lle^, - e”,lJ, e^i E C2, J]cJ = 1 (i= 1, 2); 
CC> rfW(4)) - t< infeec2.11eII=l v(J(e”))for { > 0 and e, 1 e, (ei E C2, 
I)e,JI = 1, i= 1, 2), then 
) v(J(e”)) - v(J(e^, 6Ze)) - v(J(e^*Z*))l < 2 & 
for e E C2, IJell = 1. 
Proof: Making use of Lemma 1.5(B), we may word the proof of (A) in 
the following manner, accordant with Lodkin’s suggestion: 
Let Pi = J(e^,) (i = 1,2), Q = J(f) for e, = (1, 0), e, = (0, l), f = 
(2-1’2, 2-9 E c*. L e us take a partition satisfying 1.5(3), (4), (5). It can t 
be easily seen that PfQ”P; = +P’f and p,({ f }) = h(Pf), for any fixed 
K = 1,2. Thus J, is in fact a homomorphism defined on B(C3) and, in view , 
of Lemma 0.4, 
v(J,(F)) = tr M, F for rE C3, llrll= 1. 
Finally, J(g) = Jl((a, p, O)-) + J2((a, /?, O)-), e = (a, /?) E C*, ]( e ]I = 1 (as it is 
true for e = e, , e =f), and Q(Q) = tr MJi, which is equivalent o (1). 
(B) and (C) of the Lemma are reduced to elementary properties of trace 
forms on B(C*). 
1.8. PROPOSITION. The meusure v is a uniformly continuous function on 
580/62/l-7 
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~2 (with respect to the distance determined by the norm of the dzflerence of 
projections). For example, 
I v(P) - v<Q>l < 8 II P - Q II (P, Q E 9). 
ProoJ Let P, Q E 9. It sufftces (cf. 0.3(N)) to consider the case 
/lP-Qll< 1. Then P’AQ=PAQ-‘=O, that is, P=P’+(PAQ), Q= 
Q’ + (P A Q), and the projections P’, Q’ already are in a general position 
(1.1(d)). Let in turn (P:, Pi), (Q’, Q’) be the partitions described in (B) of 
Lemma 1.5 (for P, = P’, Q = Q’). Then v(P) - v(Q) = (v(P:) - v(Q’)) + 
(v(Pf) - v(Q’)) and it is enough to prove the inequality 
I V’f) - v(Q")l < 4 IIP’I - QK II (1) 
for the projections satisfying 1.5(4), (5). 
For the projections C,, 8, E B(C3), where e, E C3, (]e,]] = 1 (i= 1,2), it 
can be verified by means of an elementary calculation (a real algebra 
spanned by e^, , e^, , e^, # 6, is isomorphic to B(R ‘)) that 
I(e,,e,)l=~oII&,-e^,II=~. (2) 
Notations lS(5) can be written down as follows: $;(A) = 
(13 09 o>- E &I3 1) (a constant function on the interval (0, l)), i(A) = 
U, di-7 of E A;,~,,,,. In conformity with the definition of the algebra 
Ai (1.1(a)), let us assume that 
11 P; - QK II = I[( LO, 0)~ - (4, m, Oj I],, = E < 1. (3) 
The measure p must then be cumulated on the greatest set Z E B(,,r, 
satisfying (cf. (2)) supAEZ ]]$,(A) - $(A)]] = supAEz a = E, that is Z = 
[l -E2, 1). 
In the sequel, we shall treat the J,, occurring in definition 1.5(4), as a 
(norm-preserving) homomorphism defined on the algebra A z,ti _ s2.1). 
Let us take an element i(.)EA~,trPE2,,), where 
t(A)= <diT, [(l -&2)(1 - &)]l’2 (1 + &)-1’2, 
(2&2 + fi - l)i’2 (1 + 4))“2)) E c3. 
and (t(A), (LO, 0)) = (t(A), (fi, -3 0)) = 
T*, hz,]] ‘t)]] Lisequence, there exist homomorphisms CPA, WA :
B(C2) + B(C3) such that 
p,((l, O)^> = (190, q-9 (p&i-=?, En = f(A), 
va(( 1, o)-> = (fi, -7 0)1, wa((d-3 a= w 
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for 1 E [ 1 - E’, 1). The mappings 
@(*I = (2 -+ VA(-)), ‘y(*> = (2 + VA(*)) 
are homomorphisms of the algebra B(C*) into the algebra Ai,I,--E,l), and, 
according to 1.5(5), 
@((L q-1 = $(-), Y((4 o>-> = 8’(*). 
@&/CT, &)^) = Y((~~, ET) = q.,. (4) 
The operator T = J,(i(.)) is a projection in XY (indeed J, is a 
homomorphism, whereas t^(. )--a self-adjoint idempotent in A z,, , _ e2, 1), and 
we may apply Lemma 1.7(B) to the homomorphisms J, o @, J, o !?I 
B(C*) -P &‘, which yields, by 1.5(4) and (4) 
and similarly, ]v(Q”) - v(T)] ( 26, and so, (1) holds in view of (3). 
1.9. In this part of the paper it will be convenient o write down the 
vector (fl, m) E C* in the form 
6.A 6% = f,cm 3 
where f, = (cos w, sin w), and cos’ w(J) = 1, w(1) E [O, n/2) for ,l E (0, 11. 
1.10 LEMMA. For any projections P, Q E Y, 
v(P) +v(Q) = v(P + Q). (1) 
Proof: It is sufficient o deal with the case when P and Q are in a general 
position 1.1(d). We shall make use of the representation of the operators 
P, = P and Q, given in Lemma IS(A). By (1.9), we have 
P = J(jb), Q = J&.,h (2) 
(& is here a constant function of the argument A E (0, 1 I), where for the 
domain of the homomorphism J we shall take the algebra ,4iq(,,i1. We 
introduce two functions of the argument w E [0,7r/2) 
a(w) = i(w - WJ, P(w) = wi + f(w - Wi) 
for W E [Wip Wi+,), i = 0 ,..., n - 1, 
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where 
Then we have 
oi = in/2n, i = O,..., n. (3) 
Il.61 -.Lw IO ILL - &~w~ II ,< sin 7d4n for w E [0, n/2) (4) 
(cf. 1.8(2)), 
u&J, 3 focw,> = cos wi for oE [coi,oi+l), i= l,..., n- 1, (5) 
and 
(Al + 3m><3&0, + J3,,w,> = (3c&) +.&d><jb + 3w). (6) 
For the operators P’ = J(&,,~.~~), Q’ = J(fbcwc.)J, we have P’, Q’ E F 
and, by (2), (4), 
and, by (6), 
IIP - P’ II, II Q - Q’ II < sin ~/4n, (7) 
ll(P + Q) - (P’ + Q’)ll < 2 sin n/4n, (8) 
(P + Q)(P’ + Q’) = (P’ + Q’)(P + Q). 
It follows from relation (5) that 
P’ + Q’ is a simple operator, 
v(P’ + Q’) = v(P’) + v(Q’). 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
Indeed, let numbers 1 > A, > .a. > A,, > 0 satisfy 
o&) = wj, i = O,..., n. 
We then have 
(12) 
Cfo(o(AjP &o(A))) = cos Oi for A E (li+,,Ai)* 
So, for 1 E (0, 11, we can define an automorphism (Do of the algebra B(C*), 
such that 
Sn(dA)~ = %d.tJ~ .&w(l)) = PJ3wJ for 1 E (Ai+19Ai]9 
i.e., for i = 0 ,..., n - 1, we have the homomorphism Qi : B(C’) + A i,(O,ll, 
@A*> = (A -fX(At+l,Ai](A) P*(‘)> 
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satisfying 
In consequence, 
n-1 n-1 
P’ = T‘ J 0 @i(jb), 
,Fo 
Q’ = C J 0 @f(fu,), 
i=O 
n-1 
P’+Q’= C J~@i(..f~+f~i)~ 
i=O 
Besides, the operator J o @,(& + fw,> E & is a linear combination of two 
orthogonal projections (similarly as the operator f. + 3& E B(C’)), i.e., (10) 
holds. Whereas by applying Lemma 1.7(A) to the homomorphism Jo pi: 
B(C’) + L-tg, we can state that 
v(J 0 @i(jb + .?ui>> = v(J 0 ‘i(jb)> + v(J 0 @i(.fui)h i = O,..., n - 1. 
So we have (11). 
To sum up, 
IV> - ‘WI9 1 v(Q) - v(Q’)l ,< 8 sin 7r/4n 
((7) and Proposition l-8), 
(v(P + Q) - v(P’ + Q’)I < 4 sin 7r/4n 
((9), (lo), Assertions 0.5, 0.6, and also (8)), that is, in view of (11) and the 
arbitrariness of n E N, (1) holds. 
In the next section the following lemma will be useful. 
1.11. LEMMA. If the projections P, , Q E Lf are in a general position and 
P, = (P, V Q) -PI, then, for n E N, there exists a projection Q’ E Yp,+p2 
satisfying 
II Q - Q’ II < sin @n, (1) 
and there exist partitions (Pi ,..., PEW’), (Q” ,..., Q”-‘), (Q’O ,..., Q’“-‘) of the 
projections P, (K = 1,2), Q, Q’, respectively, such that 
Q$Q”<Pf +P; (2) 
and P’, , Pi, Q” lie in the image of some homomorphism Ji : B(C’) + s/, i = 
o,..., n - 1. 
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Proo$ Making use of Lemma 1.5(A) and notation (1.9), we have 
Pl = J<.h p, = J<3*,*>, Q =J(.tdv 
where so, fn,2 are constant functions of the argument 1 E (0, 11, while J: 
4SOJl + J$ is a homomorphism. For numbers w0 ,..., w,, & ,..., L, satisfying 
1.10(3), 1.10(12), let us put 
pf =Jol~*,+,,lilmJ~ 
p? = JOl(Ar,,.4](43~,A~ 
Qi=J~ (a,+,.a,,C)3d.,X 
Q” = J(x~sti+l,~l,<*>L,>~ i = O,..., n - 1. 
We then get (2) and the operators Pf , Pi, Q” are values of the 
homomorphism 
J,(A) = Jol~.~,+,.~,l(.)A>, 
Moreover, 
A E B(C*), i = 0 ,..., n - 1. 
IIQ - Q’II = i=oy;-l IIQi - Q”ll 
< max SUP Il.cJcm 
i=O,...,n-1 Ae(Ai+,,If] 
-j&II = sin 7r/2n 
(cf. 1.8(2)). 
1.12. For a positive countable-additive measure Y, Lemma 1.10 was 
stated by Lodkin [5]. Proposition 1.8 is then an easy consequence of 
Lemmas 1 and 2 in paper [5]. In the case where v is positive countable- 
additive, Proposition 1.8 was proved also by Gunson [3, p. 3041. 
2 
2.1. ASSERTION. For any partition (P, ,..., P,) of the projection P E 9, 
we have 
h(A) = 2 h(P,AP,), AES:, A<P, 
i=l 
W(g), WI. 
This is an immediate consequence of the commutative property of the 
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trace, h(A) = xi h(APf) = Ci h(PiAPi). For the measure V, a similar 
(approximate) equality can be obtained only under special assumptions on 
the measure v and the partition (Pi ,..., P,) (see Lemma 2.5). However, this 
fact will be needed further and is the aim of the present section. 
We shall consider the following subsets of the lattice pp, P E 9(0.2(a)), 
where p is any additive, signed, bounded, real-valued measure on Y (not 
necessarily F(IH) = 1). We shall also write L(P), = L(P, v)(. 
2.3. LEMMA. (A) L(P,~),~L(P,c~),,S~~O<~<~‘,PE_~P. 
(B) QEL(P,~),oP-QEL(P,-~),. 
(C) P’ E L(P’ + P”,P)~, Q’ E Yp,, Q” E 4pp,, implies Q’ E 
L(Q’ + Q”, & 
(D) Q EL(P),, R EL(Q), implies R EL(P),,. 
ProoJ (A) and (B) are self-evident. (C) is obtained by reductio ad 
absurdum. If p(Q’) - r > p(Q) holds for some projection Q E Yc, +c,,, 
Q=Q’, then v(P’)-c>P when P=(P’-Q’)+QEy7,,+,,, and PEP’. 
We shall prove (D). Let R E L(Q)l, Q EL(P),. We want to prove that 
R E L(P),I: let R,< P, R”r R. Since for any two projections E, F, E -E A F 
is equivalent o E V F-F we have 
Q-(P-&AQ=(P-@VQ-(P-i?)& 
Since also R’ E R < Q, we can choose a projection R ‘, such that 
Q-(P-I+lQ<R’<Q and R’CR: 
Clearly Q-R’<(P-R)AQ<P-Rand thus 
z?<R~+(P-Q). 
Since Q E L(Q + (P - Q)), and R’<Q we get R’EL(R’+(P-Q)),. 
Using R ’ = R” < R ’ + (P - Q) it follows that 
v(R’) < v(R) + <. 
Moreover, R EL(Q),, R = R’ ( Q, and thus 
v(R) < v(R’) + 4 < v(R) + 25. 
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Lemma 2.3 has been proved. (In (D) the assumption p = v is not relevant, 
but further we shall only need the statement given in it.) 
2.4. LEMMA. For each number a > 0, there exists a number < > 0 such 
that 
PI E w% P,=P-P, (P E q, (1) 
implies 
I v(Q) - VP’, Q P,) - VP, Q PJ < a for QE9$. (2) 
Proof. Let P, = U’, A Q') + 4 + V’, A Q>, Q=(QAP:)+Q’+ 
(P, A Q) (the sums of orthogonal projections). Then Pi and Q’ already lie in 
a general position (1.1(d)), and P; E L(P; V Q’), (Lemma 2.3(C) for 
P’=P,, P”=Pz, Q’=P;, Q’+Q”=P;VQ’), and v(Q)-v(PIQP,) - 
v(P2 Q P2) = v(Q’) - v(P; Q’ P;) - v(P; Q’ Pi) (P; = (P; V Q’) -P;). So, 
assume at once that P,, Q lie in a general position and P, + P, = P, V Q. 
For a > 0, let us choose numbers n E N, < > 0 so that 
sin 742n < a/13, 
2 fi < a/13n. 
(3) 
In turn, let us take the operator Q’ and the partitions (P”,,..., P:-‘, 
Q” ,..., Q’-‘, Q” ,..., Q’“-‘), described in Lemma 1.11. We then have 
I v(Q) - v(Q’)l < 843 (1.11(l), Proposition 1.8), 
and 
P; E L(P: + Pi), (Lemma 2.3(C), 
lv(Q”) - v(P: Q”P:) - v(PiQ”Pi)1 < a/13n 
(1.11(2), (3), Lemma 1.7(C)), for i=O ,..., n- 1, that is 
I v(Q’) - V1 Q’ P,) - VP, Q’ P&I < a/13. 
Finally, for K = 1, 2, 
PI Q” PI = lip; (i = O,..., n - 1) 
and 
I V, Q’ P,) - W’K Q Pw)I 
= IVJQ - Q> PA (Assertion 0.5), 
< 2 IIQ’ - Qll < 2a/13, (Assertion 0.6), 
that is, (2). 
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2.5. LEMMA. For each number /I > 0, there exist numbers < > 0, y > 0, 
such that conditions 2.4(l) and 
I v(C) - M) - WI < Y for A,B,C=A+BES:, 
A,B<P, (K = 1, 2)~ 
(1) 
imply 
Iv(A)-v(P,AP,)-v(P,APJ<p for AESf, A<P. (2) 
ProoJ For any operators Ai E S: (i = l,..., m + 1) and K = 1, 2, 
??2+1 
K- A,=AES:, A <P,, 
i=l 
mtl 
implies v(A) - X v(Ai) < my 
i=l 
(3) 
holds. This is an easy inductive consequence of relation (1). For /I > 0, let us 
choose numbers m E N, y > 0, < > 0, such that 
m > 6/P, Y = IWm (4) 
and condition 2.4(l) implies 2.4(2), Lemma 2.4 for 
a = /3/6m. (5) 
For any operator A E S,t, A <P, we can now find a partition (Q, ,..., Q,) 
of the projection P, such that, by (4) 
A=A-xaiQi>O, /IA II < PI62 AA=AA 
(for some coefftcients ai E [0, I], i = l,..., m). Then 
a= W)-xvv(a,QJ GIlAll <P/6 (Assertion 0.5, Assertion 0.6), 
I 
b= lZv(aiQi)- X XV.atQPJ1 </3/h (2.4(2), (5)), 
I #=I,2 i 
c, = IV, AP,)I G llP,A f’,lI < IIAII </3/h 
d, = v(P, A P,) - $ V(P, ai Qi P,) - v(P, A P,) < p/6 ((3)Y (4)); 
i=l 
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in consequence, 
3 
3.1. In this section as well as in the following one we assume that 
& is a factor of type II,. In this section we shall use the following properties 
of the sets L(P,p), (cf. 2.2). 
3.2. LEMMA. For P E 9, r > 0, we have 
(A) L(P,~),=L(P,~++h)~foruER, 
PI Q E W’J& I’- Q # 0, Q,, Q2s*- E 90, h(Qi)+ O(i+ 00) 
implies lim supida, u(Q,) < c. 
ProoJ (A) follows from 2.2. We shall prove (B). Assume contrariwise 
that, for some 6 > 0 and an arbitrary n E N, there exists a projection Qi, 
such that 
,4Qi,> > t + 4 h(Qi,) < n-‘h(P- Q). (1) 
Then there exist mutually orthogonal projections PI,..., P” E Yp-a, 
equivalent to Qi,. Lemma 2.3 (for P’ = e, P” = P - Q, Q’ = Q,,, Q” = P’) 
yields p(Qi,) < ,u(P’) + <, that is, &‘&P’) > np(Qi,) - n< > d (by (1)). In 
virtue of the arbitrariness of n EN, we get a contradiction to the boun- 
dedness of the measure ,u. 
From (B) follows 
3.3. LEMMA. If PE Y and, for a E R, 0 <a < h(P), one of the 
conditions holds 
W’) > UW’), a/h(P) is a rational number; 
N’) > ah(P); 
then there exists a projection Q E Yp such that h(Q) = a and 
cl(Q) > ah(Q). 
ProoJ: If a/h(P) is a rational number, then Lemma 3.3 is easy to obtain. 
Suppose contrarily, let us choose, for < > 0, Q E L(P),, Q # 0 #P - Q, and 
next, a sequence of projections Q,, Q, ,... E 9$, h(Qi) + 0 (i -+ co), satisfying 
a/W’ - Qi> is a rational number, 
h(P- Qi) > a (i = 1, 2,...). 
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Then (Lemma 3.2(B)) p(Qi) < 215 that is, 
P(P - Qi> > /J(P) - 25 for some i; 
we can choose 6 so small that 
p(P - Qi) > ah(P) > ah(P - Qi) 
and find the required projection Q in the set YP-ci. 
3.4. LEMMA. If t;, @ > 0, and, for the partition (P, P’, P”) of the 
projection P, , 
then 
(A) P’ E L(P’ + P”, ,u)~, ,L(P”) < @ implies p(Q) < 2@h(Q)/h(P’) + 
25 for Q E -4”p,. 
(B) P E L(P + P’, ,u)*, ,u(P) > -@ implies p(Q) > -2@h(Q)/h(P’) - 
2<for Q E k$,. 
Proof: We shall prove (A). Assume contrariwise that, for some Q E YP,, 
P(Q) > 2~h(QMP’) + 26 0) 
Let Q, ,..., Qk, S be a partition of P” such that Q, = ..e = Qk = Q and 
h(S) < h(Q). Then Lemma 2.3(C) (for Q’ = Q, Q” = Qi) gives p(Q) < 
P(Qi> + l (i = lv**, k) and, in view of (1 ), 
> zk@h(Q)/h(P’) + kl > @ + k<. (2) 
By Lemma 3.3 (for P = Q, u = 0, a = h(S)), there exists a projection T E L& 
such that h(T) = h(S), ,u(T) > 0. In turn, applying Lemma 2.3(C) (for 
Q’ = T, Q” = S), we have p(S) > -& and finally, (2) yields 
p(P”) > @ + (k - I)<, 
which contradicts the fact that ,B(P”) < @. 
(B), in view of Lemma 2.3(B), follows from (A) (where ,D has been 
replaced by -,u, and P” by P). 
3.5. LEMMA. If e, Y > 0, P’ E 9, and 
IP(Q WQ) + E for QE%, (1) 
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then 
/J(A) < !I’h(A) + c for AES:, A <PI. (2) 
Proo$ We can write 
A = 5 2-‘et(A), 
i=l 
where Qi is the spectral projection of A corresponding to the set 
(l/2’, 2/2’] u (3/2’, 4/2’] U +.a U ((2’ - 1)/2’, 11. 
Then (Assertions 0.5, 0.6) 
p(A) = 2 2-ip(Qi(A)) < 2 2-‘(Wh(Qi) + E) = vh(A) + E* 
i=l i=l 
Let us return to the normed measure V. 
3.6. LEMMA. If, for <, @ > 0 and the mutually orthogonal, equivalent, 
nonzero projections P, P’, P”, the following holds 
P E L(P + P’),, P’ E L(P’ + P”)s, 
v(P’) < v(P) + @, v(P”) < v(P’) + @, 
(4 
then 
v(A)-- “(“) h(A) < 
W”) 
$+4+25 
forAES:,A<P’. 
Proof: Applying Lemma 3.4 for the measure cl(.) = v(.) - 
v(P’)h(P’)- ‘h(e), we have (by Lemma 3.2(A)) relation 3.5(l) for !P= 
2@/h(P’), E = 2<. Thus, Lemma 3.5 gives 3.5(2), i.e., (/3). 
4 
4.1. We still assume that the factor J&’ is of type II,. Let us first 
give a few conditions for < > 0, n, 1 E N, 12 2. 
(A,) (P,, Prr, P,,,) is a partition of IH, h(P,) = h(P,,,) = $h(P,,), and 
PI E WIf)p p,, E w,, + PIIlh 
This condition also makes sense for any factor &’ satisfying 0.4(T). 
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(B;) (P, ,..., P,) is a partition of the projection P,, , Si = Pi + . . . + P, 
for i = l,..., n, and Pi E L(S,), for i = I,..., n - 1. 
CC:> n = 12, and the projections P,,,..., Pntl E 9 are mutually 
orthogonal, h(P,) = . +. = h(P,+ ,) = 3/5n, and 
pj E L(pj + pj+ I)[? i = O,..., n, (1) 
v(Po) 2 -3/n, (2) 
V,+ J < 3/n. (3) 
When condition (Ci) holds, we can define a set 
(D) Z= {i= l,..., n; v(P,) < v(P~-,)+Z-~, v(P,+,) < v(Pi)+ I-“}. 
4.2. LEMMA. For each number r > 0, there exist projections P, , P,, , P,,, 
satisfying (A,). If condition (A,) is satisfied, then, for any positive integer 
I> 2 and for n = I’, there exist projections P, ,..., P,, 1 satisfying conditions 
(B;) and (C:) simultaneously. For 0 < < < r’, the implications 
hold, too. 
(A,) * (A,,), @;I 5 @;A (c:) => (c:J 
Proof: The implications given above follow directly from Lemma 2.3(A). 
The possibility of choosing the projections P,, Prr, P,,, satisfying (A,) holds. 
For any n = f2, I> 2, let us choose P, EL(P,,)t, h(P,)= 3/5n and, by 
induction, Pi E L (P,, - (P, + +. + Pi- I))s, h(P,) = 3/5n for n = 2 ,..,, n - 1; 
let us also denote P, = P,, - (P + . . . + P,- ,). Then condition (B;) is 
satisfied. Applying Lemma 2.3(C) for P’ = Q’ = Pi, P” = Si+, , Q” = Pi+ 1, 
we obtain 4.1(l) for i= l,..., n- 1. 
By Lemma 3.3 (where ,u = V, P = P,, a = -5, GL = 3/5n), there exists a 
projection P, E YP satisfying h(P,) = 3/5n and 4.1(2). Similarly (by putting 
p=-v, P=P iii, a = -5, a = 3/5n), we show the existence of a projection 
P,,+, E PP,,, satisfying h(P,+ ,) = 3/5n and 4.1(3). 
In virtue of Lemma 2.3(C), P, E L(I,,), implies 4.1(l) for i = 0, whereas 
P,, E L(P,, + P,,J[ implies 4.1(l) for i= n. 
The following two estimates result. 
4.3. LEMMA. If 4.1(A,) holds, then 
Iv(A)1 < 6(+ 35h(A) for A E St, A GP,,. (1) 
Proof: It is necessary to notice that, for A E S:, A < Prl, there exists a 
partition (P’, P2, P”) of the projections P,, into equivalent projections 
commuting with A. 
580/62/l-X 
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Setting P = P, , P’ = Pi, P” = P,,, (i = 1, 2, 3), we have (a) (Lemma 3.6) 
for Q, = 3 (cf. Lemma 2.3(C)), and (/I) yields 
Iu(AP')( < 2e+ 35h(AP'), i= 1,2,3. 
So 9, we may write (1). 
4.4. LEMMA. If 4.1(C:), (D) hold and i E Z, then fir any operators 
Nj, Mj E St (j = l,..., k), the conditions 
imply 
C Nj=C i+ME s:, M<Pi9 i i 
7 v(Nj) - )J P(Mj) < 4k< + 7h(M)/I* 
i 
(1) 
Proof: Lemma 3.6, for P = Pi-, , P’ = Pi, P” = Pi+, , 0 = l- 3, gives, by 
4.1(l) and definition 4.1(D), 
v(pi) 
“tNj) - h(P,) h(N,) ’ 31 10 h(Nj) + 2{ 
and a similar estimate for the operator Mi (j = l,,.., k). Consequently, in 
view of the linearity of the trace h(.), we have inequality (1). 
4.5. LEMMA. If (C{), (D) hold, then 
n-card Z < 12Z+ 2171’ + l)& (1) 
Proof: Let iI,..., i, be an increasing sequence xhausting all indices i = 
O,..., n such that v(PI+ r) > v(Pi) + Ie3, and it is enough to prove (1) in the 
case s > 2. Note that 
5-l 
v(pn+ 1) - 4’0) = dpn+ I> - v(pi,+ 1) + ks, (V(Pik+,) - v(pik+ 1)) 
+ V(pi,) - V(pO) + C tvCpik+ 1) - v(pi$> (2) 
k=l 
and 
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In view of 4.1(l) (and definition 2.2), we obtain (by induction with respect 
to k) V(Pi+k)-QJ>-k<for O(i<i+k<n+ 1, that is, the sum ofthe 
first three addends on the right-hand side of (2) must be greater than 
-(n + l)<. In consequence, by 4.1(2), (3), s < 61 t 13(1* t l){. It can easily 
be seen that, for i= l,..., n, we have i&Z if and only if i=i, or i- 1 =i, 
for some k = l,..., s. So we have n-card 2 < 2s, that is, (1) takes place. 
4.6. COROLLARY. For each number a > 0, 1, E R, there exist numbers 
1 E N, I > I,,, r > 0, such that, if4.1, (CL), (D) hold, then 
h (PII - r Pi) < a. 
ieZ 
Proof: It is enough to notice that h(P,, - ,JJiGz Pi) = (n-card Z) . $ . I-2. 
4.7. LEMMA. For any numbers p > 0 and n E N, there exist numbers 
r > 0 and m E N, such that conditions 4.1, (B;) imply 
(E) For each operator A E S f , A ( P,, , there exists a system of 
operators A, E Sf (i = l,..., n; j = l,..., m), such that 
PiAP,= 2 A,, i = l,..., n, 
j=l 
44)-x v(A,)i <p. 
l../ 
ProoJ: For fixed numbers p > 0 and n E N, let us denote a =/I/n. In 
virtue of Lemma 2.4, there exists a number < > 0 such that condition 4.l(B;) 
implies 
1 U(Q) - y(Pt Q Pi) - V(Si+ 1 Q Si+ *)I < a, Q E ips,, i = I,..., n - 1. 
We shall show that 4.1(B;) implies (E) for the m, < just defined. For any 
operator A E St, A ,< PII, 
A = x 2-iQi(A), 
i=l 
where Q,(A) is the spectral projection of A corresponding to the set 
(l/2’, 2/2’]v (3/2’, 4/2’]v ..a ~((2’ - 1)/2’, 11. Let us define (by induction for 
k = l,..., n - 1) 
Ai, = 2-“f’, Qi,(A)P,, 
Bi, = S2 Qi,(A)S,, 
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Ai,...ik=2-(i1”““k)P~Q~k(B~,...ik_,)P~, 
Bi,. . .ik =Sk+lQik(Bi,...ik_,)Sk+l; i,,***,in-,EN* 
Then v(A) = xi, 2-‘,v(Q,,(A)) and, 
v(A) - Cv(Ai,) -C 2-‘V(B,,)( 
11 il 
<C 2-” Iv(Qi,(A)) - v(Z”Ai,) - V(Bi,)l 
il 
< 2 2-‘la = a. 
it 
Analogously, 
V(Bi,,..ik-,)-~2ilC’~~fik-,V(A~ ,... i,)-C 2-ikV(Bi ,... i,) <a. 
In consequence, 
v(A)-Cv(Ai,)- C v(Ai,i,)-e”- 2 v(Aj,...inm,) 
il i,i2 i,. . .i,_, 
- c 2-’ 
i,. . .i,_, 
(II+. . . +My(&,. . .i”J 
<a+C2-i1a+---+ 2 2-(il+~~~+in-2)a 
= (n -‘;)a. 
iI.. .inm2 
It is clear from the definition of A i,. . . ik and Bi,. . .i,m, that 
x Ai,... i,=P,AP,, k = l,..., n - 1, 
iI.. .ik 
and 
s 
il.%“-, 2- 
(i,+ . . . +i.-,)B 
i,. . .i,-, = P, AP, 
IIA i,...ik(1~2-(il+“‘+ik), IIBi,. .i,-,(I G 1. 
Hence (by a suitable change of notation) it can easily be noticed that 
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and 
‘? A,=P,AP,, 
,F, 
i = l,..., n, 
Iv(A)-1 v(Aij)I < (n- 11, 
i.j 
f llAijl[ < a/2% i= l,..., n, 
j=m 
where m is suitably chosen and depends on a and n only. Since P(Z,) = 1 
(see 0.3(N)) we have, for Af, = Cj>,,, A,, 
v(Aim,) - ,f v(Aij) G llA1~11 + T IlAtjll < a/n. 
j=m j=m 
Hence 
<(n-l)a+a=P. 
Moreover 
m-1 
PiAPi= C A,+AI,, i = l,..., n. 
j=l 
This proves (E). 
4.8. LEMMA. Zf .d is a type II, factor, then for each number 6 > 0, there 
exists a number r > 0 such that condition 4.1 (A,) implies 
Iv(C)-v(A)-u(B)I<6 for A,B,C=A+BESt, A,B<P,,. (1) 
Proof: Let us fix 6 > 0. In virtue of Corollary 4.6, we choose numbers 
r, > 0 and 
1 > 1, = 4216, (2) 
such that conditions 4.1 (C i,), (D) imply 
h P,, - c Pi < a = 6/(6 . 70). (3) 
ieZ 
In turn, on the ground of Lemma 4.7, choose & > 0, m E ZV, such that 
condition (BF2) for n = 1’ implies 4.7(E) for /I = 6/6. 
At least, let 0 < c < min(r,, &) satisfy 
18mnr < 616. (4) 
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Let condition 4.l(A,) hold. In virtue of Lemma 4.2, there exists a system of 
projections, satisfying 4.1 (B;), (C:), n = 12. 
Let now A, B, C = A + B E S: , A, B <PI,. In virtue of 4.7(E) (for 
p = a/6), one may choose a system of operators A,, B,, C, E SF for i = 
1 9*--Y n, j = l,..., m, such that 
P,A Pi=c A,, P,BP,=xB,, PiCPiQ c,; 
j j j 
v(A) -C $A,) < a/69 . . 
IV(B) - i V(Bij) / < a/6, 
(5) 
ij 
v(C) -c v(C,) < d/6. 
ij 
Let us denote (Mir y***p M,,l,J = (Ail )..,, Aim, Bi, ,..., B,,), Nij = C, 
(j = l,..., m) for i = l,..., IZ. Then 
FM,= ,-$ Nij=PiCPi, i = l,..., n, 
j=l j=l 
and, in view of Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, we have 
2 I”(Mtj)I + x IV(Nij)l 
j 
V(M,) -C ~(Nij) 
j 
G CT= [18m< + 7Oh(Pi C Pi)] + x (8m< + 7h(Pi C Pi) I-‘) 
isz 
G C 18mt + 70 x h(Pi) + 7 x h(P, C Pi) I-’ < 6/2 
I i&Z I 
(by (4), (3), (2)). We have thus obtained (1) as a consequence of (5). 
5 
5.1. In this section, we shall conclude the proof of Theorem 0.1 i.e., 
of equality 0.3(l). 
Again, let J/ be any factor of type different from I,, n < co (0.4(T)). 
Note that from Lemma 2.3(D) we have 
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5.2. ASSERTION. If projections, p, P are mutually orthogonal, and 
PE L(F+ P),,,, h(F) = 3h(P) (1) 
then there exists a partition (P,, P’) of the projection P, such that 
h(P,) = 2h(P’), 
P, EL(P)),! (2) 
p, E up, + P& P2=P’+P=P,. (3) 
ProoJ We can choose P, E L(P),,,, h(P,l= 2h(P) = 2h(P- P,). 
Condition (3) follows from Lemma 2.3(D) for Q = P, R = P,. 
5.3. In the sequel, it will be convenient to give the following 
condition for P E 9, E > 0. 
(S,,,) Iv(C)-v(A)-v(B)1 <E for A,B,C=A +BES:, A,B(P. 
5.4. LEMMA. For each number 6 > 0, there exist numbers 6, > 0, < > 0, 
such that 
(A) conditions (S,,,) and 5.2(l) imply (S,,,); 
(B) conditions (S,,,) and P E L(P + P)I,z, h(F) = 3h(P) imply 
&,,)* 
Proof of (A). Let us fix 6 > 0. In virtue of Lemma 2.4, choose a number 
l’ > 0 such that condition 5.2( 1) for $< = <’ yields 
Iv(Q)-v(pQ+-(PQP)( <d/10 for QE~$+, (1) 
and, similarly, condition 5.2(3) for <= r’ gives 
I v(Q) - VP, Q PA - Vz Q PJl < VlO for Q E %,+p,. (2) 
Next, on the gounds of Lemma 2.5 we find numbers {” > 0,6, > 0, such that 
conditions 5.2(2) for r = r” and (SF,,s,) imply 
1 v(A) - v(P1 A P,) - v(P’ A P’)I < 6/10 for AES:, A<P, (3) 
and 
6, < d/IO. (4) 
Assume that 5.2(l) for < = min(r’, <“) holds. So, there exists 
(Assertion 5.2, Lemma 2.3(A)) a partition (P,, P’) of the projection F, such 
that 5.2(l) for )r = r’, 5.2(2) for < = r”, 5.2(3) for < = 4’ hold and, in conse- 
quence, we have (l), (2), (3). 
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Let A, B, C = A + B E S :, A, B < P. In virtue of Assertion 1.6, there exist 
projections QA, QB, such that 
A=PQ,P, B=PQ,P, QA,QB<Pz=P’+P, (5) 
and there exists projection Q, satisfying 
f<Q, + Q,> = P, Q, f’,, Q,<P, +P,, 
that is, 
C=P2QcP. 
(6) 
(7) 
Lemma 1.10 yields 
so we get 
v(QzJ + v(Qrr) = v(Q, + Q,>, (8) 
I v(C) - $4) - @)I (m (5)7 (1)) 
<I~(~Q~)-v(~~Q,E~)-v(Q,)+ @Q,Fl 
- v(QJ + v(F QB F)l + 46/10 (UQ SF,,,) 
< IvPQ,) - @9Q,& 4Q, + CM + @CQ, + Q,>FIl 
+ 4S/lO + 26, (WY (3)) 
< IV, 2QcP1) + W’z 2Q,P,)-vP', 2QcP,)-W2Q,P') 
- u<Q, + QB) + @'<Q, + QB) P')J + 86/10 + 26, < 0 + 6. 
((6)v (4)) 
(B) is obtained by applying (A) to the measure --1, (instead of v) (cf. Lem- 
ma 2.3(B)). 
5.5. LEMMA. If the factor ,& is of infinite type and the projections P,, 
P,, , P,,, satisfy condition 4.1(A,) for < > 0, then 
\v(A)I<2( fir AES:, A<P,,. (1) 
ProoJ By Lemma 2.3(C), we have P, E L(P, + P,,)[, and hence one can 
get 
v(Q) > -4 for Q E PP,,. (2) 
Indeed, in the case of a factor of infinite type, condition 4.1(A,) gives 
h(P,) = co (K = I, II, III), i.e., there exist mutually orthogonal projections 
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Q,, Qz,... E %,, Q, = Q, = --a z Q, for any projection Q E 9’$,. In view of 
the boundedness of the measure V, there exists an index i E N such that 
v(QJ > -6 (6 > 0). Besides, Qi E L(Qi + Q), (Lemma 2.3(C)), i.e., V(Q) > 
v(Qi) - < and, in view of the arbitrariness of 6 > 0, we get (2). 
Similarly, condition P,, E L(P,, + P,,,) implies v(Q) < < for Q E PP,,. 
Inequality (1) follows from 1 v(Q)/ < l for Q E gP,, (Assertion 0.6). 
5.6. LEMMA. If JY’ is any factor satisfying 0.4(T), then for each number 
6 > 0, there exists a number c > 0 such that condition 4.1(A,) implies 
&,,,d 
Proof: When d is of type II,, we have here Lemma 4.8. When z& is of 
infinite type, it suffices to put < < 6/6 by Lemma 5.5. 
On the basis of Lemma 2.5, we shall obtain 
5.7. LEMMA. For each number E > 0, there exist numbers E, > 0, r, > 0, 
such that, for P,, P,, , P,,, E 9, the implication 
4.W,J &,,E,)y (SP,,.E,)9 & ,,,. ,,I imply (SIHIE) (1) 
holds. 
Proof: Let us first observe that, for each number E > 0, there exist 
number y > 0, < > 0, such that, for any partition (P,, PJ of the projection 
PEP’, 
Pl E W),9 &,J (SPJ imply (S,, 2. 
Namely, it is enough to take p = e/5 and choose the numbers y > 0, r > 0 in 
such a way that y < p and that conditions 2.5(l), P, EL(P), should imply 
2.5(2). Then (for A, B, C =A + B E S:, A, B < P) 
< s 1 “(PM c P,) - $P, A P,) - v(P, B PJ + 3P 
a=1.2 
< 2/?+3P=e. 
Basing ourselves on the observation made above, for E > 0, we may 
choose successively numbers E’, r’ > 0 and, next, E”, <” > 0 in such a 
manner that 
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Consequently, by putting s1 = min(s’, E”), <, = min(e’, <“), we obtain 
implication (1). 
5.8. Proof of Theorem 0.1. Let us fix E > 0 and choose, successively, 
E, > 0, <, > 0, s1 > 0, & > 0, sj > 0, & > 0, and &, > 0, so that there should 
hold implications 5.7(l) and 
(cf. Lemma 5.4(A)), 
(cf. Lemma 5.4(B)), 
(AL,) implies t&,,,,> 
for 6 = min(&,, s2, E& (cf. Lemma 5.6). Then, for < = min(<,, &, &, r,) we 
have 
4.1(A,) implies P,, E L(P,, + P,,&, P, E L(P, + P& 
(Lemma 2.3(C)) and, in consequence, by Lemma 2.3(A), 
4.1&) implies tSp,,,,)9 tSPI,,E,)T VP ,,,, ,,I 
All those conditions, put together, imply (S,H,E) (cf. Lemma 5.7). 
Condition (A,) can be obtained for any [ > 0 (Lemma 4.2) and thus 
(S,H,E) for any number E > 0 holds, i.e., 0.3(l). 
6 
Making use of Lemma 1 of paper [5], from Theorem 0.1 we can easily 
deduce the following theorem formulated by Lodkin. 
6.1. THEOREM. If & is an arbitrary von Neumann algebra with 
separable predual not containing a factor of type I, as a simple summand, 
whereas v is a positive countable-additive bounded measure on 9, then v 
extends uniquely to a linear functional on d, and v(P) = tr MP (P E LF) for 
some positive self-adjoint trace-class operator M in H. 
While examining the existence of a linear extension of the measure v 
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defined on any von Neumann algebra ,sP, Lodkin used a decomposition of 
this algebra into a simple integral of factors 
and represented the measure v as an integral of measures defined on the 
factors d(d). This method is not carried over directly to the case of a signed 
measure v or to the case of a positive one, but only that of an additive 
measure v. The general form of such measures on any von Neumann algebra 
seems to be an open problem. The same concerns scalar measures on C*- 
algebras not being W*-algebras (cf. [I]). 
Theorem 0.1, in the case of a full operator algebra JZZ, generalizes essen- 
tially the Gleason theorem by giving a description of an additive measure v 
which is not countable-additive. 
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